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Structuralism, Post-structuralism and 
the Production of Culture 

ANTHONY GIDDENS 

Slrucluralism~ and posl-structuralism also l are dead traditions of thought. 
Notwithstanding the promise they held in the fresh bloom of youth, they 
have ultimately failed to generate the revolution in phi1osophieal under~ 
standing and social theory thal was once their pledge. In this discussion, I 
shall seek not so much to write their obituary as to indicate what they have 
bequeathed to us today in respect of intellectual possessions which still 
might be put to good usc. For although they did not transform our intellec
lual universe in the manner so often claimed. they none the less drew to 
oar attention some problems of considerable: and durable significance. 

Of course, many have doubted that the re ever was a coherent enough 
body of thought to be designated hy the name 'structuralism', let alone the 
even vaguer appellation 'post~structuralism~ (sec Runciman: 1970). After 
all, most of' the leading figures ordinarily lumped under these labels have 
rejectcd these terms as applying meaningfully to their own endeavours. 
Saussure1 commonly regarded as the founder of' structuralist linguistics, 
barely uses the term 'structure at all in his work (Saussure: 1974). Lcvjff 
Strauss at one time actively promo red the Cause of both 'structural anthropoM 
logy) and 'structuralism' more generally) but has become more cautious in 
characterizing his approach in these ways over the latter part of his career, 
Barthes may have in his early writings drawn fairly heavily from Levi
Strauss, but later on any such connections became quite remote. Foucault, 
Lacan, A1thusser and Dc:rrida diverge radicaHy both from the main ideas 
of Saussure and Lcvi~Stl'auss and from one another. The homogeneity 
needed to speak of a distinct tradition of thought might appear to be almost 
complelely lacking. 

But for all their diversity there arc a number of themes that crop up in 
the works of all these authors. Moreover, with the exception of Saussure, 
all are FrencH and have been involved in networks of mutual influence and 
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concacl. In using the terms 'structuralism' and 'post-structuralism' in What 
follows~ I have in mind Sam.sufe and Levi~Strauss as belonging to the first 
category) with the olbers In the ::lccond, 'Post-structuralist' is admittedly a 
fairly loose label for a duster of authors who, while reacting against some 
of the distinctive emphases of carlier structuralist thought) at the same lime 
take over some of :hos~ very ideas in their own work. Thus while they 
handle lhcse themes 111 dIverse ways) the following can be said to be persistent 
and defmitiVCJ characterislics of structuralism and post~structuralism; 
the thesis that linguistics} or more accurately) certain aspects of' particular 
versions oflinguistics, a,rc of key imporl~nce to philosophy a~~ social theory 
as a whole; an emphasls upon the relatIOnal nature of totalItIes) connected 
with the thesis of the arbitrary character of the sign, together with a stress 
upon the primacy of signifiers over what is signified; the decentring of the 
subject; a peculiar concern with the nature of writing, and therefore with 
textual matcrials; and an intcresl in the character of temporality as somehow 
constitutively involved with the nature of objects and events. There is not 
a single one of these themes which does not bear upon issues of importance 
for soelal theory today. Equally, however, there is not onc in respect of 
which the views of any of the writers listed abovc could bc said to be 
acceptable, 

Problems of Linguistics 

Structuralism was of course originally both a movcment within linguistics 
and an endcavour to demonstrate the significance of concepts and methods 
of linguistics [or a wide varicty of issues in the humanities and sodal 
sciences, Saussures distInction between langue and parole may justly be 
regarded as the key idea in strncturalist linguistics. The distinction removes 
the ~tudy of'language' from the sphere of the contingent and the contextual. 
As an overall structural form, language is to be separated from the multi
farious uses to which particular speech acts may be put. Parole is what 
Saussure calls the 'executive side of lang'Jage') while langue is 'a system of 
signs in whieh the: only essential thing is the union of meanings and acoustic 
images' (Saussure: 1974). Language is thus an idealized system) inferred 
from but nevertheless independent of the particular uses to which speech is 
put. T,he actual sound contents of language are in a way irrelevant to the 
analyslS of langue, because the eonccrn is with the formal relations bet ween 
sounds, or marks, not with their actual substance. Although in Sawmure a 
c,ertain mentalism and reliance upon psychology remain, in principle linguis
tIcs becomes dearly separable from other disciplines concerned ........ ith the 
study of human activity, Phonemics becomes also dearly differentiated from 
phonetics! the latter being of relatively marginal importance to the main 
core of linguistic analysis. 

There is an inconsistency at the heart of Saussure's conception of langue. 
On the one hand, lang"Jagc is regarded as ultimately a psychological 
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phcnomenon~ o~gan,ized in terms of l1!enta~ propertj~s. ?n the other - ~s 
Saussurc's scemmg mclebtedness to Durkhclm would mdICatc -- language IS 

a collcetive product, a system of social reprcsentations. As critics have 
pointed ou~, jf !ang~ag-e is essenti,ally a psyeholo~cal reality, signs arc no 
longer arbitrary, Smce the relatlOns that consl1tute language would be 
patterned in terms of characteristics of mind J ~ey would h~ve a determinate 
form controlled by mental processes. Thus If Janguagf' 18 looked at as a 
mental reality lhe'sign is by no means arbitrary and its meaning is by no 
means dcfincd by its relations with conlemporaneo'Js elements of the lan-
guage (Clarke: 1981, p.123). . . .. 

Broadly speaking, most fornlfl of structuralIst lmgmstics have opted for 
the 'psychological' rather than thc 'social: version of langue. It was by 
adopting this' approach that Chomsky was able to effect a fusion of ideas 
drawn from European linguistics with nOlions taken from the 'behaviourist 
structuralism' of Bloomfield, Harris and others within linguistics in the 
Unitcd States. Bloomfield and Harris sought to separate linguistics com~ 
pletely from any kind ofmenlalisrn or psychology (Bloomfield: 1957; Harris: 
1951). For them the aim of linguistics is tv anaJyse language so far as 
possible solely as sequences of regularized sounds, Attention is not 1'0 be con
centrated upon the interpretative involvements of speakers with Janguage
usc, vVhiJc this standpoint at first sight seems substantially distinct from 
Saussurian linguistics, and whHe indeed its leading advocates r~jcctcd the 
diffcrentiation 'of lougue from parole, thcre are certainly some underlying 
affinities, which Chomsky was able to bring ouL Redefining the distinction 
of lilJlgue and parole as one of competence and performance) and dissociating 
himself in a radical way from the behaviourism of Bloomfield and Harris, 
Chomsky was able to reconnect a mentalistic basis for language v,rith an 
elaborated model of formal linguistic;;;. Given the difTercntiation which is 
made between eompetcnce and performance) Chomskyian linguistics necess
arily accords a cenlral significance to syntax (sec, e.g., Chomsky: 1968). 
Its objective is not to explicate all utterances of the speakers within a 
particular language community, but only the syntactical structures of an 
idealized languag"e speaker. Chom8ky~s theory reintroduces interpretatio~) 
because the identification of syntactical correctness depends upon what IS 

deemed acceptable by language speakers, It also gives a certain priority to 
the creative components oflanguage, in the sense that the competent speaker 
is able to generate an indefinite corpus of syntactically acceptable sentences, 
It is arg'Jable that the Chomskyian competenee-··performanee distinction is 
in some respects superior to the langue-parole differentiation, because Chom
sky at least has a model of the linguistic agent. As Chomsky points out, 
criticizing Saussurc, the latter treated langue mainly as a repository of<word~ 
like clements' and 'fixed phrases', contrasting it to. the marc flexible character 
of parale, What is missing is an account of the 'mediating term' between 
langue and parole. The agent is for Chomsky the locus of what he regards as 
the 'rule-governed creativity' of language as a system (Chomsky: 1964, 
p.23). 

, 
I 
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ChomskyJs transformational grammar is one approach influenced by some 
of the emphases of Saussure; another is the linguistics of the Prague School 
which, through Jakobson was Lhe main influence upon Levi-Strauss, Broadl; 
speakmg one can say that the Prague group follows the ~soclaP conception 
~f langue father than the 'psychological' one. \Vhereas Chomsky's linguistics 
Iocuses upon the competence of the individual speaker, the linguistics of the 
Prague School concentrates above all upon language as a communicative 
medium, Thus semantics is not completely severed from syntactics, and the 
nature of tatlgue expresses relations of meaning. As Truhctzkoy claims 
linguistics should investigate 'which phonic differences are linked, in th~ 
language under consideration, wtlh differences of meaning'l how these differ~ 
cntiating elements or marks are relatcd to one another, and according to 
what rules they combine to torm words and phrases~ (Trubetzkoy: 1969, 
p. 12). Stress upon the use of language as communication) combined with 
an emphasis on meaning, w~:)Uld seem to compromise the autonomous 
eharactcr of linguistics as specified by Saussurc (and Chomsky), For it would 
appear that language would then have to be analysed in the insdtutions of 
sodal life, Certainly the Prague linguists dissociated themselves from the 
inflexible distinction between langue and parole drawn by Saussure and from 
the associated division be tween the synchronic and tbc diaehronic, In spite 
of [his~ (he distinctive emphasis of the Prague group tended to he upon 
phonology, where the sound system of language can be studicd without 
attention to the external connotations of meaning, Jakobson's early work in 
particular pursued the idea that a 'phonological revoluLlon' (Levi-Strauss's 
term) could be produced by analysing phonemes in terms of oppositions 
wlrieh are the constituent features of language as a whole. Although this 
was justified on methodological rather than epistemological grounds, the 
result was again to return ling'uistics to tbe study of lhe internal structures 
of langue (jakobson: 1971). 

Levi-Strauss and Barlhes have each at various timcs seen the main basis 
for structuralism as consisting of [he applieation of procedurcs of linguistics 
to other area.<:; of analysis. LeviMStl'auss regards structuralist linguistics as 
both supplying modes of analysis that arc applicable elsewhere and provid
ing substantive clues to the nature of the human mind, In The Elementary 
Structures he explicitly compares his objectives with those of phonological 
linguistics, and adds that linguists and social scientists 'do not merely apply 
the same methods, but are studying the same thing' (1969a: p.493). For 
structural linguistics allows us to discern what he later came to regard as 
~fundamcntaJ and objcctive realities consisting or systems of relations which 
are the products of unconscious thought processes l (Levi-Strauss: 1968; 
p, 58). As Culler points out, regarding linguistics as of central importance 
to structuralism generally carries several implications, First, linguistics 
seems to provide a rigour lacking elsewhere in the humanities and social 
sciences, Second, linguistics otTers a number of basic eunccpts which seem 
to be capable of much wider application than that involved in the framework 
of their origin langue and parole in particular, perhaps, but also the 
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associaled distinctions of the syntagmatic from the paradi~maticJ signifier 
from signified) the idea of the arbitrary ~ature of the fn~nj ,and so on, 
'Third, linguistics: appears to provide a senes of, general g,mdehnes for the 
forUlulation of semiotic programme::;, Such a nouon was 01 course sketched 
out hy Saussure and developed in some detail. by JakdlS,on and others. 

Because of the connections betwecn structuralist ImguJ!~tles and structural
ism more generally) it is often held thaL structuralism ~las participated ,in 
the general 'linguistic turn~ characteristic of modern phIlosophy and socml 
theory. However) this is a specious conclusion) f~r reasons, I s~al,l now 
indicate, On the one hand~ the hopes that wcre pmned o~ lIngUIstIC; for 
providing general models of pro,redure that could be appl;~d v~ry. WIdely 
now quite plainly appear to be mIsplaced. On the other} tbe ling.U1stlc t,UIn ) 
at least in its most valuahle forms, does not involve an extcmuon of ldeas 
taken [rom the study of languag'c to other aspects of human activity, but 
rather explores tbe intersection bctwcen language and the constituti"o~ of 
sodal practices, The relevant considerations here conCC-,rn both the cn.nque 
of structuralist linguistics as an approach to thc analYSIS of language Itselfl 
and thc critical appraisal of the importation ,of ~otions takcn [rom. thIS 
version of linguistics into other areas of the explicatton of human behaViOur. 

Many criticisms, of course, havc been made of Saussure's version of 
linguistics - or at any rate, that portrayal of it which has comc down to us 
through the medium of his students - including those olTered cogently by 
Chomsky, There is no point in rebcarsing these m any ~ctatl, be~e. M?st 
significant for lhe lines of argument to be developed later 1tl t?IS :'hSC1~ss~on 
are tbe shortcomings shared by virtually all forms of structuralist lmgUlstlcs, 
induding that of Chomsky. These concern above all the isolation of langu
age, or of certain features taken to be fundamental ~o the structure and 
propertics of language) ft~om the social envir~:}flments of Jang~age-use, ~?~s) 
while Chomsky recognizes, and even accentuates, the crcatlve cap~b~bt1cs 
of human subjects, this creative quality is attributed to charactenstles of 
the buman mind) not to conscious agents carrying out tbdr day-.to-day 
activitics in the context of social institutions, As onc ohserver puts tt) 'the 
cre.ative power of the subject has to be taken away as soon as it is acknowl
edged and given to a mechanIsm inscribed in, t~c ?iological constitution of 
tile mind' (Clarke: 1980, p. 171). Although It IS In many ways the most 
developed and sophisticated form of structurallinguisties, Chomsky'S tbe?ry 
of language has proved essentially defectivc in respect of the undcrstandIng 
of quite elementary features of language. These defects do not centre so mU,ch 
upon the unsatisfactory nature of the divlsion drawn betwecn sznta:tl~s 
and semantics as upon thc identification of the core features of Im,gUlstic 
competence, In Chomsky's view) the id~lizcd language ~pcaker IS able 
uneonscious1y to grasp rules making pOSSIble the productIOn and, u!lder
standing of any or all grammatical sentences in a language. Bu~ thIS. IS not 
really an appropriate model of competence, Someone who ,mlght III any 
given context produce any sentence at a.H, h?,:cver syntactlc~lly correct, 
would be treated as distinctly aberrant. LingutSLlC competence Involves not 
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?nly t?C synta,ctical mastery of sentences, but mastery of the circumstances 
In WhlCh particular types of sentence are appropriate, In Hymes's words
(he or she acqulres cO,mpetcnce as to when to speak, when not, and as ~ 
what LO talk about wIth whom, when, whct'c, in what manner' (By , 
19"2 27") 1 h d' llles, 

f ,p. I. n ot er wor 5J mastery of the language is inseparah/e fr 
te fth 'of " om mas ry 0 e vancty contexts HI whIch language is used. 

The wor~s of aut?~rs as diverse a~ \Vittgenste"in and Garfinkel have made 
us aware of what thIS mvolves, bou) for understanding the nature oflangua . 
and for grasping the ch~raCiet of sodal life, Knowing a language certainlC 

means ,knowmg ~yntacl1cal rules but; equally importantly, to know a lan~ 
guagc IS to acqUire a range of methodological devices invoIVl.-'d both wid 
the prc:du?tion ,of ~tte~an~es them~dves and with the constitution and 
reconstltutlOn of sOClalllfe In the daIly contexts of social activity {Giddens' 
1984·, eh. 1). It is not JUSt that to know a Janguage is to know a form 01' 
life; o~ rather a multiplicity of intcrweaving forms of Hfc: to know a form 
ofhfe IS to be able to deploy certain mcthodical strategies geared to indexical 
qualities of the contcxts in which social practices arc carried out. In this 
understanding of language, linguistics neither has the degree of self... 
sufficiency which Saussure, thc Pl"'ague School, Chomsky and others have 
claimed, nor does it make much sense to hold, as Levi-Strauss has sometimes 
a~sertcd) that social life is (like a language~. Linguistics cannot provide a 
mode1 for anaiysing the nature of either agency or social institutions because 
it is in a basic sense only explicable throu~h an understanding 'Of these 
The 'iing"uistie turn' can be seen as a tUrn away from linguistics, conceived 
as ~n i~dependcntly-formed discipline, towards examining the mutual co
ordmatIOn of language and Praxis. 

The Relational Nature of Totalities 

I~ Saussurc's ?octrincs, the, relational character oflangl.te is closely connecled 
with the theSIS of the arbitrary character of the sign. and with a stress 
upon the significance of signifiers as compared with- the more traditional 
preoccupation with significds. It is often remarked that Saussure's differen
tiation of lanJlue from partJlt~ according priority to the former over the latter 
reflects Durkheim's assertion that the qualities of social who'es are mor~ 
than the sum ?f their parts. But this is surcly wrong, and under-estimates 
the ~ub~lety with which Saussure designates the systemic form of langue. In 
exphcatmg langue as a system of differences, Saussure reformulates the nature 
of both what, the lwhole

1 
is and what its 'parts' arc) indicaling that each is 

onl~ ~efjned m terms. of the other. To say that language is a system without 
POSItIVC terms~ that IS) formed through the differences recognlzed to exist 
between sounds or marks, shows that the 'parts' arc only such in virtue of 
the self-same characteristics that compose the 'whole', The insight is a 
fundamental one in so far as it demonstrates that the linguistic tota1ity does 
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t '(,'xisf in the contexts of the use oflanguage. The totality is not (present' 
no "h'h' , the ins tan hatJOns w IC arc lts traccs. 
H1 The tic between this view and the notion of th~ arbitrai'y ehu:ucter. of 
the sign is easlly specified, The ~ssertion ?f the, arhltr,ary nature of th~ slgn 

bp read as a critique of object theOries 01 meamng and of theOries of 
can <, , f' h k' d r ostensive reference, But this critique does not stem rOIl: t ems 0 
demonstration which Wittgcn~tein) Quine and o:hcr l~ter phIlosophers :,er.c 

make that the use onexicalitems cannot be saId to correspond to obJ.eets 
~~ events in the world, Saussure's criticism is based wholly upon the l?Ca 
of the constitution of langue through difference. Because.a word only derlves 
'ts meaning from the differences established between It and other word~J 
~ords cannot 'mean' their objects. Lang'uagc is form) not,suhstance)~ ~d ~s 
only able to generate meaning by t~e internal p~ay of dIfferences, fhlS ~ 
therefore just as much the case wI~h th~ relatIon between wo:d~ , 01 

sentences - and the mcntaJ states whlch mlg,ht accompany them} as It IS of 
the relation between wqrds and external objects an~ events. . 

The emphasis upon the constitution of the totahty through ditference 
might appear to lead away f~om signifi?rs, rather than tow~rd ,them. For 
what mattcrs is not whatever IS used to ::ngmfy, but only t~1C dlifercnccs that 
create the 'spadng bctween them. However, a concentratIon o,n the proper
ties of significrs tends to flow rather readily from Saussurds vle:vs, heca:zse 
of the rejection that there is anything 'underneath' language w.hlch explams 
its character (apart from the vague presumption of,s?mc ,km,d of :nnate 
mental qualities). While the actual substance eompnsmg stgmfiers 1S _ u.n
important) without the differences w,hich s::mnds, mar~s 0:; other materIal 
differentiations create no meanings of any kmd c?uld eXIst., fhe. p~ogr~mme 
of semiotics is hence certainty not just an adjunct to Imgmst1(:s III ~he 
Saussurian formulation, but ;s necessarily coextensive with the exploratIon 
of langue itself, '.' , 

The relational character of wholes, the arbItrary nature of the slgn, and 
the n~tjon of difference are concepts which run through structuralist and 
post-structuralist perspectives as a whole, A t the san:e time they arc t~c 
source of the main features that separate the structuralIst authors from thcIr 
post-structuralist successors, Jakobson and Levi-Strauss provide clear cases 
of the direct utilization of the Saussurian idea of the relational character of 
totalities, For the former, structuralism is defined in terms of the study of 
phenomena 'treated not as a mechanical agglomer~tion) but as a structur~l 
wbole' (Jakob.on: 1971, p, 711), Levi-Strauss wnres even more emphati
cally when he claims: {authentic structuralism seeks,,, above ~H to grasp 
the intrinsic properties of certain kinds of order. The propcrtlcs express 
nothing which would be external to them' (Levi-Strauss: 1971, pp, 561···2). 
However, Jakobson's own eriticisms of Saussure m~ke It dc.ar that the 
principle of the identification.of relations through dilferen~e IS separa~le 
from the assertion that langue IS a clearly definable whole. 1 he boundaflcs 
of the 'whole' that is Saussure's langue; or that is Chornsky)s linguistic corpus 
known to a competent speaker) arc exceedingly difficult to draw. It can 
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thererore be argued that n~orc ,important than the principle of establishing 
the coh(':rencc of the totaltty IS the endeavour to examine the nature of 
difference itself, \Vithin lingUl'ltics, Jakobson established the heginning or 
such a~ cn~eavour in his attempt to focus upon the basic structuring 
propertIes of codes rather than on the parameters of these codes themselves. 

Dcrrida's philosophy radicalizes Lhi.o;; much further. His disavowal of the 
'metaphysics of presence' derives directly from his treatment of the idea of 
difference as constitutive) not only of modes of signification. but of existence 
in general (Dcrrida: 1976; 1978). Del'rida will have nothing of the search 
for universal properties of mind) or iudeed of any attempt to construct a 
systematic philosophy at alL In his discussion ofLc.vi-Strauss and structural~ 
ism in the social sciences) Derrida emphasizes the unrealizable character of 
~evi~S,tr~u8s:s . prograrr:mc, deriving this from contradictions supposedly 
ImplIcIt In Levl-Strauss"s mvn text. Lcvi-Strauss's exploration of oral cultures 
is paradoxically itself a form of Westcrn 'logoccntrism', Dcrrida's critique 
of the mClaphysics of presence is derived more Of' less directly from an 
exploration of the implications of the idea of difference as first indicated by 
Saussurc and contrasted with notions of negation involvcd in the- work of 
HegeJ) Frcud and others. Because of his distinctlon between langue and 
parole, Saussure was able to treal the idea of difference as involved with a 
(virtual system) out of time, The transmutation of the Sa'Ussurian version of 
difference into Derrida>s diJJiranee is Inade by introducing the tcmporal 
element. To differ is also to defer. If this is so, Derrida asks, how can 
anything, such as forms of signification, be considered as pre;;;enees? Saus
sure's writings already contain the notion of the <absent totality' which is 
language. In this idea or totality) however, there is still in Dcrrida)s view a 
1ingcring nostalgia for presence. All signification operates through traces: 
memory traces in the brain, the fading of sounds as thcy arc uttered, and 
the traces that writing leaves. 
. Dcrrida1s reversal o·f the usual priority accorded to speaking over writing 

vlgorously pursues a preoccupation with significrs at the expense of the 
signified. This is also in some part derived from an imrnancnt critique of 
Saussurc, Spece~l Derrida daims~ seems to represent a moment in which 
form and meaning arc present simultancousiy, Once we see~ however, as 
Sau~s!lrc himself demonstrates) that this cannot be so, then we are led to 
question thc presumption that speech is the most elemental expression of 
language, As I hear myself speak) it seems as though the words uttered are 
simply vehicles for my thoughts, consciousness being clothed in and givcn 
expression by language, Access to the inner contents of consciousness is 
regarded as the real basis of the meanings inhcrcnt in language, which 
writing can only hope indirectiy to recapture, At key pans 10 his argumeuts 
about the structuring of language through differencc, howcvcr, Saussure 
abandons sound units in favour of examples from writing, Tbus, for instancc, 
any 'particular teller of the alphabet, he points o:lt, may be written in 
varymg ways; all that matters is that it is distinct from othcr letters that 
could potentially be conf:lsed with it. \'Vriting emerges as the best illustration 

! 
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of difference. The characteristics 0[' absence and defcrment involved in the 
naturC of written texts indicate the conditions of significaLion in generaL 
Speech :personalizes' lang~age by ,connecting it wiLh the thoughts of the 
speaker, In fact language IS esscntIa~ly ~nonyrnous; never t~e property, of 
'ndividual speakers and depends for Its form upon Its recurSlve propertIes. 
~f course) Derrida does not intend by this to accord a primacy Lo actual 
wridng over instances ofspecch) which would make little sensc~ if only for the 
rea;;,o~ that writing- is in historical terms such a relatively recent development 
co~pared with th~ prevalence of oral cultures. Rathcr, ,language is a ,j.proto~ 
writing' (archi-ecn:ture)) a process of the tem~oral spacmg~.an? repC'tHlon of 
signifying phenomena: Proto-writi~g1 Dcrnda

J
• a~gues, ~ 'IS l1lr;ok"ed by tl~c 

themes of the arbitrarmess of the SIgn and of GlUerenee J but it can n~ver 
be recognized as thc object OfSCielU:e',2 That is to say, it is not to be the o~Jeet 
of investigation of a sort of non-Iogocentric linguistics, 

The notion of the arbitrary character of the sign is responsihle not only 
{or some of the Slrengths but also for the enduring weaknesses thal run 
through structuralist and post-slr-ucturalist ,tradjlions of thought. As. formu~ 
lated by Saussure) the doctrine of the arbitrary character of the SIgn has 
itself a ,')omewhat arbitrary aspect. T'he term ;arbitrary' is not a particularly 
happy one for the phenomenon at issue, As Saussur.e himselffu~,ly aec~ptedj 
the conventions involved in language-usc arc certamly not arbItrary m lhe 
sense that the language user is free to choose whatever utterances he ?r ~hc 
might care to make. On the contrary, accep,ted usage ha~ a stronglY bmdtng 
force. But more important is that the theSIS of the arbItrary nature of the 
sign is in the end rather obscure, especially in so far ~s i~ Lears upon the 
nature of the signined rather than upon that of the ,slgmficr. If ~auss~re 
merely meant to claim that words have only a conventIOnal c?n,nectlOn ':"lth 
whatever objccts they rnight be used to designate or refer to, It ,IS s~ ObVlO~S 
as to be uninteresting. If ~ as quite often seems to be the case 10 S~ussurc s 
argument _ the arbitrary nature of the s~g~ is the sam: as t1~c Id,ea ~at 
language is constituted through differe~ce, :t 18.true that thIS has lmpheatlons 
for the nature of meaning, but these Implicattons are not pursued be?ause 
the nature of significds is left largely unexplicated. Saussurc evi,dendy v,rtshed 
to claim that the meaning of a word is not the object to whIch that word 
might be used to refer, Lut since he no~here analyscs th~ nature ofrefcrenc~) 
this claim remains essentially uneluctdated phdosophleally, The result IS 

the confusion noted by Benveniste, As Benveniste observes: 

even though Saussure said that the idea of 'sister' is not connec~ed to ~he 
."ignifter s~6~r [soeur]; he was not thinking any less of the reaht) oj the notion, 
"Vhen he spoke of the difference b~o-f [boetifJ and o~k~s (oxl) was 
referring in spite of' himself to the fact that these two terms apply to tiH: s.a:ne 
reality, Here, then) is the thing, express}y excluded <1t firs: from the defimtlOn 
of the sign, now creeping into it by a detour, (Benveniste: 1971 p. 44:) 

I! Quoted in 0411er: 1979. 
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Saussure's writings promoted a 'retreat into the code' which has ever 
since been characteristic both of structuralist and post~structuraligt authors. 
That is to say, the discovery that the component elements of langue only 
have identity through their differentiation within [he overall system serves 
to drag language away from whatever connections of reference it might have 
with the object world. Structuralist and post-structuralist thought alike have 
consistently failed to g"cncrate an account of reference, and it is surely not 
by chance that these traditions of thought have concentrated their attention 
so much upon the internal organization of texts, in which the play of 
significrs can be analysed as an inside affair (see Giddens: 1979, chs If!:). 
It is important Lo sec that while the 'retreat into the code' was promoted by 
the Saussurian emphases, as these were modifIed and adapted by subsequent 
authors) this 'retreae was never really established by philosophical argu
ment. It derived from the assimilation of the doctrine of the arbitrary nature 
of tlle sign and of that of the role of difference. 

Dcrrida)s writings are in some ways the most sophisticated outcome of 
the transition from structuralism tu post-structuralism. Although Derrida's 
works seem on first contact to be quite alien to AngloffSaxon eyes) there are 
some rather dose affinities between them and views expressed by the later 
Wittgenstein. Dcrrida's disavowal of the 'metaphysics of presence) is by no 
means entirely dissimiJar, either in its objectives or in its methods, fronl 
Wittgcnsteinls attempt to puncture the a-spirations of metaphysics in Phil~ 
.wphical Investigations (1953). For both authors the goals of metaphysics 
cannot simply be re-examined or updated; they have to be "dcconstructed' 
rather than 'reconstructed) because they rest upon mistaken prcmisses. In 
both eases it is suggested that this is because of a misapprehension about 
the naLure of reality. There arc no essences to be captured by appropriate 
linguistic formulations. Wittgenstein is as firm as Derrlda that neither words 
nor scntenc-cs invo]ve somc sort of corresponding mental images which 
supply their meaning: any more than do the objects or events in the external 
world to which vmrds can be us('.d to refer. While Wittgenstcin would no 
doubt protest against Dcrrida's ambitious extension of the concept of writing, 
he would agree with the latter that language is not to be interpreted in terms 
of the subjective meanings of individual agents. \Vittgenstein's rejection of 
the 'private language argument is obviously not directly an analogue of 
Derrida's embrace of the idea of writing} but in both instances language is 
necessarily an :anonymous' production and thus in an important sense 
'subjectlcss l

• 

Whether Wittgenstein would have had much regard for the idea of 
difference iS I to say the least, debatable, None the less, in his elaboration 
of the notion of language games the 'spacing' of utterances and activities is 
plainly central. Both Lhe recursive and Lhe relational character of language 
are stressed. However} it ,'iccms indisputable that the main lines of develop
ment of Wittgensteinian philosophy are more defensible than those worked 
out within post-structuralism. Rather than promoting a 'rctreat into thc 
code' \Vittgenstein seeks to understand the relational charact('s of signifi-
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cation in the context of sociaL practk'es. His resolute preoccupatiun with 
ordinary language tends to inhibit a concern with poetics) art or literature, 
But there do not seem to be any distinctively logical barriers to extending 
Wittgensteinls ideas into these domains, while the account of language and 
meaning which can be generated from \Vittgenstein's philosophy (or at least 
from certain basic notions contained within it) are more sophisticated than 
those available within structuralism and post-structuralism (a matter 1 shall 
develop further below). 

The unsatisfactory character of the thesis of the arbitrary form of the 
sign) as difl'used into structuralist and post-structuralist traditions, has 
radically impoverished the accounts of mcaning: such traditions have been 
able to ofTer, A preoccupation with significrs at the expense of the signified 
i:dn larg'e part an emphasis enforced by this circumstance. For Wittgenstcin 
the mc~ning of lexical items is to be found .in the inlermeshjng of language 
and practice, within the complex of language games involved in forms of 
life. While no doubt this view, as formulated by Wittgenstein himself, leaves 
aside certain Iimdamental problems of meaning - in particular in what 
sense, if at all, the understanding of meaning implies a grasp of the truth
conditions of certain dassf'-B of assertions - it is surely a perspective of 
considcrab1c fruiliuln('.$s. 

The Deeentring of the Subject 

Although Lhe phrase 'the deecntring of the subject' has Come to be peculiarly 
associated with structuralism and post~structurali8m. the ideas involved 
derive from wider sources. As structuralist and post-structuralist authors 
themselves arc fond of pointing out, psychoanalysis had already shown the 
eg'o not to be master in its own homc, its characteristics only being revealed 
by way of a detour through the unconscious. ,Although this was not the 
interpretation which Sartre made, Heideggcr's writings from Being and Time 
onwards can be taken to assert the primacy of being over consciOU,'iness 
(Hcidcggcr: 1978). Moreover, there is more than a diflhse connection" 
between Freud, Heidegger and Nietzsche. Indeed the wntmgs of each at 
these authors tend to figure prominently in the work of those associated 
with post~structuralism. This having been said, it is evident that we can 
discern the origins of the notion of the 'dcccntrcd suhjcct' in Saussure. 

According to Saussul'c\ language is a system of signs, constitured by 
differences, with an arbitrary relation to objects. If this includes objects in 
the external world, it must also embrace the characteristics of the producer 
of language, the speaker. Just as the meaning of 'tree} is not the object tree, 
sO the-meanin~ of terms that refer to human subjectivity) most particularly 
the 'r of the tJ;inking or acting subject, cannot be the states of consciousness 
of that subject. Like any other term in a language) 'T is only constituted as 
a sign by virtue of its differences from 'you'} 'wc\ 'they', etc. Since the:r 
has sense only by virtue of being an clement in an (anonymou,'i1 totality, 
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there can be no question of according' it some distinctive philosophical 
privikge. In Saussure this idea is not developed in a direct way; moreOVer 
Saussure's own views are somewhat confusing in light of the persistence of 
a certain mentalism in his writings. It was therefore left to others to develop 
what Saussurc left largely implicit} and they did not hesitate to do so: there 
is probably no theme which appears more persistently in lhe literature of 
structuralism and pOSt-structuralism. 

Lcvi~Strauss has written less explicitly about the decentring of the subject 
than have most of his' successors, None the less in certain respects his 
writings have been the main mediating link between Saussure and criticisms 
of ~humanism' in post-structuralist philosophy, Referring to his analysis of 
myths~ Levi-Strauss observes in a celebrated slaWlncnt that he claims to 
show 'not how men think in myths) but how myths operate in men's minds 
without their being aware of the fact'; or again) <myths signify thc mind 
which evolves them by making usc of the world of which it is itself a 
part' (Levi-Strauss: 1969b, pp. 12, 311). There is no 'I think' in this 
characterization of the human mind. The unconscious categories of mind 
are the constitutive backdrop against which sentiments of sclfhood exist. 
Consciousness is made possible by structures of mind lhat arc not immedi~ 
ately available to it. 

The deeentring of the subject emerges in various guises in the post~ 
structuralist literature. In F'oucaules discussion of the beginnings and end 
of the of man' it is primarily a set of historical observations about the 
development of Western philosophy and of Western culture as a whole. In 
Barthes, it is a series of claims ahout the nature of authors in relation to 
their texts, In Lacan> it is part of an attempt to rework the main concepts 
of psychoanalysis) giving of course especial attention to the idea that the 
unconscious exemplifies certain features of language. All these clearly share 
a CI'itieal attitude toward Cartesianism and to every philosophy {such as 
certain versions of phenomenology) that treats consciousness as a datum 
upon which the foundations of claims to knowledge may be establisbed. 'I 
think, therefore I am' is disqualified on a number of grounds, The '1' is not 
immediately available to itself: deriving its identity as it does from its 
Involvement in a system of signification. The'!, is not the expression of 
some core of continuous selfhood that is iL'i. basis. The 'being' suggested in 
the II am: is not given through the capabjlity of the subject to use the 
concept ;p, What-I.,acan calls the <discourse of the Other' is taken to be 
source both of the capability of the subject to employ 'I' and of the assertion 
of existence in '[ am l

• As Lacan puts it: <the Other is) tberefore, the lotus 
in which is constituted the I who speaks to him who hears, that which is 
said by the one being already the reply, the other deciding to hcar it "\vhethcr 
the one has or has not spoken' (Laean: 1977, p. 453). 

All the above authors agree upon the irrelevance of the author to the 
interpretation of texts. The writer is not a presence somehow to be uncovered 
behind the text. Just as the primacy accorded to the author is a historical 
expression of the individualism of the Age of Man, so the "P of the author 
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is a grammatical form rather than a flesh~and-blood agent. Since the text 
is organi7.ed in terms of the internal play of signifiers, what its orig'inator 
or originators intended to put into it is more or less irrdc,,:ant to our 
understanding of it. Amhors are to be found everywhere in their texts and 
consequently nowhere: as Barlhes puts it, 'a text is .,. a multi-dimensional 
spaee in which a variety of writings~ none of them original, blend and dash' 
(Barthes: 1977, p. 146). Once more, of coursc) this is not a c~ndusion 
which is specifically the province of structuralism or posl~.structurahsm. The 
view of the (autonomi of texts reached by Gadamer, drawing primarily 
upon Hcidegger, is in some respects directly comparable wilh tha.t rcachcd 
within the French traditions of thought (Gadamer: 1975). In llClther case 
is it believed that the author has some kind of privilegcd relation to his or 
her text. Both textual analysts and literary criticism therefore must break 
in a clcar~cut fashion with 'intcntiona.list' perspectives, 

The theme of the deecntring of the subject is without doubt one which 
mUSt be taken seriously by anyone interested in modern philosophy or 
social thcory. But while the basic perspective surely must be accepted, the 
particular mode in whieh it is elaboraled within structuralisrn and post~ 
structuralism remains defective. To reject the idea that consciousness l 

whether consciousness of self or the sensory registering of the ('xternal world, 
can provide a foundation for knowledge, is to participate in one of the major 
transitions in modern philosophy. Those forms of philosophy, and therefore 
modes of social ana)ysis based on them, which presUlne an unmediated 
access to consciousness arc by now thoroughly discredited, Since some 
schools of philosophical thought, most notably phenomenology, have been 
closely associated with such philosophical standpoints, the rejection of those 
standpoints unavoidably compromises those schools of thought also. But 
structuralist and PQst-struCturruisl accounts of the deceIlLring of the subject 
are inevitably closely tied to the versions of language and the unconscious 
associated with structuralist linguistics and its influence. The detour needed 
to recover the 'F is not only taken very largely through language} but is in 
addition filtered through a particular theory of language as well. If we regard 
language as situated in social practices) and jf we reject the structuralist and 
post-structuralist distinction ,between consciousnes~ and the unconscio,;!s, 
we reach it different conceptiOn of the human subJcet ~ as agent. AgalIl) 
this is a theme to which I shall later retum. 

Writing and the Text 

Comparing Wittgenslein and Den'ida, it is worth considering why the latter 
gives such a fundamental priority [0 thc theme of writing, whereas in the 
former a Concern with the significance of writing- is largely absent. Derrida's 
preoccupation with writing is closely connected with his rejection of the 
metaphysics of presence. In Dcrrida's words: 
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~o e:emem can function as a sign without relating to another element which 
Hsclfis not simply present. This linkage means that each 'element' - phoneme 
Dr grapneme - is constituted with reiercnc(: to the trace in It of the Ol3C; 
dements of the sequence ", NodcinS', in cirher the dements or the sy3:(:'m~ is 
anywbere ever s:mply preser:t or absent (DcITida: 1981, p.92) 

Thus, in I?e:rida)s vk~) it is mistaken to suppose [hat writing is a parlicular 
mode of !!;rvlIlg expressIOn to speech. vVriLing - in tile extended sense which 
Dcrrida attribu les to the term - expresses morc clearly than specch the 
relational namre of signification as constituted both in space and in time, 
We might morc accurately speak of the t.iming and spacing of signification 
rather than of its 'occurrence' in a given context. There are similarities with 
what VVittgenstein has to say here, both in respect of thc 'deconstruction' 
of metaphysical questions about time and space and in respect of the mode 
in ,which it is suggested that timcwspacc is constitutive of the identity of 
obJccts or events. In commenting erhically upon St Augustine's reflections 
on the nature of time) Wiu,genstein argues that the puzzles with which 
Augustine. grappled arc empty of content because they rest upon the mis~ 
taken attnbution of an essence to tcmpurarity, It is actuaHy the 'grammar' 
of time that needs elucidating, Time has no csscncc, and there is no abstract 
formulation that ean therefore convey its nature, \Ve can only experience 
an~ observ; temporality, in the unfolding of events, I t might hc argued that 
Wlttgenstem does not lfl fact take the next step, and like Dcrrida (and 
before him Hcidcgger) treat time~spacc as constitutive of eventS and objects. 
But I think there is no other way of making sense of Wittgenstein's pbilos~ 
ophy save by presuming this to be intrinsic to the analyses he develops. 

Wittgcnstein's struggles with form .. - his disinclination to write in a 
narrative style, and the seemingly disorganized character of the Philosophical 
InfJesligatiom - have a definite affinity with Dcrrida's usc of various sorts of 
graphic innovations, For both wrilers wish to give expression to views that 
are refractory to being 'described;, Both assert that it is not the presence of 
some sort ofrcalitYl physical or mental, which serves to anchor the meaning~ 
ful components of systems of signification. 

The limitations of DerridaJs view of writing can bc understood when we 
consider what is involved in his ;;timIng) and 'spacing). Derrida's conception 
of 'writing' is a direct development of Sanssurelg separation of the signifier 
from an external world of objects and cvcnts, Dcrrida participates in the 
'retreat into the tcxt\ the universe of signifiers, characteristic of structuralist 
and post~structuralist traditions of thought as a wbole, His 'text' is that of 
the play of differences intrinsic to signification as such, Although the notion 
of difJerance makes it possible for Dcrrida to comprehend temporality, his 
treatment of space is purely nominal. Or to put things another way) although 
he talks of i timing~ and 'spacing', to alI intents and purposes these are the 
same, The 'extending' of writing is involved in the spacing of sounds or 
marks, but this is the very same phenomenon as their temporal differen
tiation. Wittgenstein's portrayal of the relational character of signifiCr"1tjon 
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pressed in the organization of social practices, however, docs not involve 
as ex . ' th 'f 
the collapsing of time into spaflce, ,TI,me-sp,aee efnter,s ,lnta e structurmtgal0 
, 'fication not through the" at dlmcnslon 0 wrItmg - even concep u -

Slgfll . I' f 'I ' , . d as proto-writing .- but through the contextua lty 0 SOCIa practices 
l~~msclves. For a long while, philosophers inAuenced by Witlge~ste~n we~e 

'I I by [I,e idea that the meaning of words or utteranc.es conSIsts 111 thelr 
mlS e( , I b' l , 

use. For from this it might seem to follow that we Sldmp y su . stttuthc u~e 
for the objeets to which words wcre held to correspon m prevtu~ t eor~s 
of meaning. But what is at iss~e is not (use~, but ~he ~rocCf~s 0 u.smg wo s 
and phrases in contexts of SOCial conduct, Meanmg IS not ,cons~u.ct~, by 
the play of signifiers, but. by the interse~tion of the produ~tlOn 0 SlK~1 1crs 
with objects and events m the worJd} focused and orgamzed ,through the 
acting individuaL If this view is basically correct, as I hold 1t to b,e, the 
priori tv which Derrida gives to writing over speech has to be questtOncd. 
F sp'eech - or rather talk - recovcrs a priority over other media of 

or f " , h 'gnification Talk carried on in da y-to..<fay con tcxts 0 aCtlvlty J lS t e 
S1 ') b' t' t ted fundamental (carrier' of signification, ccause It opera es In sa ura" 
behavioural and conceptual contcxts, Writing (in its more narr~w conve~
tiona! sense) has certain distinctive properties that can be preCIsely exph
cated only by c.ontrasting them with the character ,of day-to-day talk, The 
constitution of meaning in such talk is the conditIOn, moreover) of the 
signlfying' properties of writing and texts. , 

Derrida's emphasis upon writing informs a whole plulos~)phy,. But t,h~re 
are three other, more modest, scnses in which a preoccup,atlOn ~1~ wnung 
tends to be generated by structuralist and post-structurahst tr~~,lt1ons, One 
concerns the 'ink between writing and power. In, both Levi-Stl'a~ss and 
Foucault; this theme is explored through the rdatIon betwecn orahty and 
writing. Lcvt-Strauss's structuralist method is supposed to apply only ,to 
oral cultures, Societies \-vhhout writing are 'cold cultures! because they eXIst 
within a framework of reiterated tradition, passed on by, cxamp!c a.nd by 
word of mouth. Civilizations presume the existence ofwntmg, whtch IS first 
and foremost a medium of administrative power, not simply a novel way of 

, h W" I expressing what was previously formulated Ill. spcee, ntmg not or; Y 
generates 'history'l it demands new modes of adjustment to bot~ the soc1a1 
and tbe material world, Society and nature come to be seen Ill, terms of 
dynamism and crans formation, no longer in lc:ms of th~ saturatlOn of the 
present by the past. In Levi-Strauss's work, thls, them~ 1~ ,ne~cr developed 
in any detail sincc he docs not offer an analyslS of ClvlI1zauo~s, Rather, 
societies with' writing fonn a backdrop against which the distinctlve charac-
teristics of oral cultures can more easily be pin-poi,n;cd, , 

In Foucault, a concern with the links between wntmg, orahty and power 
is more direct and more extcnsively spelled out. Foucault shows that the 
discourse of the social sciences and psychiatry does not simply form a set 
of theories and findi'flgs about a 'given' su~iect-matter. ()n the contrary, 
the concepts and generalizations d.evcIoped in th;se d!sciplincs come to 
constitute new fields for the operatIOn of power, Such fields of power arc 
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codified l'hrough and dependent upon wrlung, The kcr,ping of written 
records .- as for ('xamplc in [he recording of the proceedings of law COUrts 

or of psychiatric case histories is integral to the forms of disciplinary 
organization which FoucaulL seeks to analyse. ' 

At the same time as, through the recording' of events} writj-ng 'makes 
history') those whose activities do not come to the attention of the rccord
keepers are excluded [rom 'history!, That is to say, that while of course their 
activities comprise (history) in the sense of the elapsing of events, neither 
their actions nur their ideas form part of that refiexive appropriation of the 
past that is written history. Thus as Foucault points out in /, Paul Riviere 
(l97C), the case record of the criminal or the vagrant is one of the fcw 
means that those not ordinarily written into history have of flguring in its 
field of discourse. 

A second senRe in which the theme of writing constantly recurs in struetur~ 
afism and post~slrueturalism is simply in the guise of a fascination with 
tcxts generally, In formulating the outlines of a programme for semiology, 
Saussure initiated the pORsibility of a study of sign systems that goes well 
beyond textual materials. The call for the development of semiology was 
not ignored) and many subsequelll works developed the idea that any 
cu1tural difference can provide a means of signification. But although the 
idea of a unified discipline of semiology} or semiotics, has its advocatcs~ on 
the whole it has to be said thal the study of cultural signs remains a rather 
stunted enterprise. Those inftuenccd by structuralism and post-structuralism 
continue to return to the tr.xt as their main preoccupation. It is surely not 
by chance that these traditions of lhought have had more influence in the 
field of literature than in any othcr domain, 

The absorption with texts symbolizes some of the greatest strengths~ and 
at the same time the most consistent weaknesses, of' struct:IraHst and post
structuralist tr£lditions, On the onc hand~ it has allowed authors within 
these traditions to develop analyscs that have no rivals in Anglo~Saxon 
philosophy. The theory of [he text is both made central to certain elementary 
philosophical issues and elucidated through consideration of those issues, 
Apart from those within the rclativcly w speeiali7.ed field of literary criticjsm~ 
English-speaking philosophers and social theorists have made very littlc 
contrihution to sueh discussion, On the other hand, the overriding concern 
with texts reflects limitations in accounts of the nature of signification that 
can be traced from Saussurc onwards. The thesis of the arbitrary character 
of the sign~ as Saussure developed it) tends to elide the difference Lctween 
texts which claim to deliver some veridical description of the world and 
those that arc fictional, The posiLive value of sach an elision is readily 
demonstrated) for example, in the subtle treatments of the use of figuradvc 
mechanisms in scientific tcxts, Its weaknesses are apparent in respect of the 
basic issue that has haunted these traditions: how to relate the text back to 
an exterior world. Not only have structuralist and post-structuralist tra
ditions failed to generate satisfactory accounts of reference that would make 
sense of scientific achievements) they have become more or less completely 
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eut air from the study of ordinary talk, Ordinary talk lS precisely that 
(medium of living in (he world' in which reference and meaning interlace. 
I believe such to be the case, at least, and I think that pursuing this issue 
allows us to come to terms with some of the most deep-seated deficiencies 
of structuralism and post-structuraH:;ill. 

A third sense in which these traditions of thought tcnd to produce a 
concern with writing is in respect of writing as an active process, The term 
(writing:' is ambiguous) sincc it can refer to what is actually recorded in a 
given medium or to the actual process of bringing about that recording. In 
respect of the second of these meanings, writing has also come to take on 
a particular significance as the penning ofbuoks ofimaginatlon or invention. 
The (writer' ~ or literary author; tends to be accorded a special esteem in 
modern culture. In fastening upon the theme of the 'author\ structuralists 
and post-structuralists have been able to make major contributions to our 
understanding of cultural production. Here) obviously, there is a major 
overlap with the more general theme of the deeentring of the subject. The 
source of the lcreativiti displayed in texts is not to be discove-red in the 
individual or individuals who wrote them. The tcxt generates its own free 
play of signifiers j constantly open to appropriation and re-appropriation by 
different generations of readers. There arc interesdng connections here also 
between structura1ism, post.structuralism and the latter-day development 
of hermeneutics, In the work of Gadamer and others, as I have mentioned 
previously, we also find an affirmation of the autonomy of the le.xt from its 
author and an emphasis on the multiplicity of readings that texts can 
generate. The processes of writing and reading become closely intertwined, 
with reading' viewed as the temporary stabilization of the indefinite range of 
meanings generated by processes ofwriling. But-ag'ain we find eharactCrtst1c 
weaknesses. Vhiting is sometimes portrayed as though texts wrote them
selves; the relegation of the author to the role of a shadowy adjunct to 
writing is manifestly unsatisfactory. We can accept the significance of the 
theme of the deeen tring of the subj eel, and therefore the need to Cons truct 
what an 'author' is. But we shall have no proper grasp of the process of 
writing unless we manag"c to recombine satisfactorily the elements that have 
been deeentrcd. Structuralism and post-structuralism have in my view been 
unable to generate satisfactory accounts of human agency, in large part 
because of shortcomings that have already been noted, and this weakness 
reappears in the shape of the tendency to equate the production of texts 
with their inner 'productivity'. 

History and Temporality 

In Saussurc's writings: it might seem as though the theme of temporality is 
thoroughly repressed. F'or after all, Sauss'Ure)s greatest innovation was to 
treat langue as existing out of time. vVhercas previous forms of linguistics 
had concentrated upon tracing changes in the usage of linguistic items, 
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Saussllrc placed l~n~agc ~s a system at the ~o~efro~t of li~guistic analysis, 
Languii docs not ~xIst 1~ a tlffic-spacc context: It IS bUIlt up mfcrentially from 
t~c actu~l pracllccs o11anguagc users: Of course, Saussure did recognize a 
dlfferentmtlOn between the synchronic study involved in the analysis f 
langue and the diaehronic analysis involved in tracing out actual change:" ~ 
linguistic usage, ''''hcther or not Saussure himself intended to give priorlt

U 

to syn~hrony o,vcr ~i~chrony, it is certainly true that much of the subsequcn~ 
~ttractlO~ ofhlS wntmgs, h,as, conce,rned the ~iagn?sis of properties of langue. 
I aradoxlcallYI howcver~ It lSJusL th15 empha:us whIch has tended to stimulat 
a recurrent concern with temporality within structuralist and post~ 
structur'dJist thoug·ht. 

Some of the issues involved here arc brought out rather clearly in the 
work of Levi~Strauss. Thc methodological repression of time involved in 
Saussure)s conception of langue is translated by Levi-Strauss into the subsl.au~ 
uve repression of time involved in the codes organized through myth. Myths 
do not so much take temporality out of social life as provide for a particular 
mo~ilization of time separating it from what is later understood as 'history', 
LcvI-Strauss's notion of reversible time is deliberately contrasted to the 
movement of time in history, where 'history) is understood as the linear 
charting of social change (Levi-Strauss: 1966). As Levi-Strauss has effec~ 
~ively cmphasiz.ed in his debate with Sarire l a preoccupation with history 
IS not necessanly the same thing as a concern with time. The Marxian 
adage thal ;human beings make history' actually expresses the dynamism 
of, a particular cu~ture rathcr than rcpresenting a portrayal of the past 
~lsfenc~ ofhu~amty as a whole. (~.oe cultures exist in dynamic interchange 
wlth theu enVIronment, and mobIlize themselves internally in the pursuit 
of social transformation. I\1odern culture very substantially accelerates this 
dyn~mism: History, lor us therefore becomes the lineal' unfolding of dates, 
wIthm whlch ccrtam forms of change are mapped out. Oral cultures afe 
genuinely 'prehistoric! whcn contrasted to such dynamism. For them time 
is not mobilized as history, The writing of history is thus associated with 
that very historicity which separates hot cultures from their oral forerunners. 

'''''hile LeviMStrauss1s conception of the structures of the human mind has 
often been criticized for being unhistorical) it might bc mOre accurate to see 
hjm as seeking to provide a sub de and nuanced account of what history is 
in relation to temporality. Levi-Strauss has sometimes evcn been said to be 
'anti-historical): but this surdy fails to disc(::rn the subtlety with which his 
discussion contrasts time and history. Structuralism, in its Levi~Straussian 
form) has certainly not proved to be refractory to history as some havc 
claimed, Levi-Strauss is effectively carrying out what Foucault was later to 

call an (archaeology" digging below the historical consciousness of hot 
cultures to unearth the ground of temporality characterizing those fOnTIS of 
culture dominating human lhistory'. 

In Derrida, temporality 'of coursc appears as fundamental to the critique 
of~he metaphysics of presence, To differ is also to def'er, and time is regarded 
as Inseparable from the natun: of signification, The sliding of presence into 
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bscnce becomes the very medium of understanding temporality. Here the 
a neern is not so much with 'history') real or written, hut with the undcr~ 
c~anding of hcing as becoming, Time is for Derrida bound up with the very 
S ature of' his appraisals of the limitations of structuralism as practised hy 
Uvj~Strauss. It is intrinsically part or the process whereby signification 
generates.a play.ofrr:eanings (Culler: 1979), In rep,lad~g) in C~,lIe~'s ph~~sej 
the 'angUIsh of mfimte regress by the pleasure or mfimte cre~tJOn ) Delnda 
affirms the evanescence of processes of meanmg: evcrythl11g should be 
understood 'as an active movement, a process of demotivating J rather than 
the struclure given once and for all' (Derrida: 1981, p, 103). I have already 
criticized this view, but would add that thc tendency to reduce time to the 
spacing of signification effectively precludes a satisfactory treatment of the 
time-space relations within which thc signifying practices occur. 
. Foucault writes as a historian, and it is in his work above all that the 
themes of temporality and structural analysis are explored. Foucault's cri
tique of 'continuous history' is in his view closely related to the necessity ~f 
decentring the subject. Not only does uistory have no overall teleolog)'~ It 
is in an important sense not the result of the action of human subjects. 
Human beings do not make his10·ry; ralhcr, history makes human beings. 
That is. the nature of human su~jecLivity is formed in and through processes 
of hist~rical development. Continuous history depends upon: 

the certainty that time will dispcnse nothing Wi,lhoOll:cstorlng It in a r,econ,sti
tnted unity; the promise that onc day the subJcct - 111 the form of histOrical 
consdous~ess will once again be able to appropriate) to bring back uttdcr 
its sway, all those things that are kept at a distance by difference l and find 
in ~nef!l what might he caUed its abode, (Foucault: (973) p. 12) 

Foucault's style of writing history> therefore, does not flow along with 
chronological time. Nor does it depend upon the narrative description of a 
sequence of events. Reading Foucault is an uncomfortable experience for 
Lhosc accustomed to more orthodox modes of writing history. Topics are 
not discussed in a temporal order and there are breaks in the description 
when the reader expects continuity. Very little indication is given of what
ever causal influences might tie at work in the shifts or changes which 
Foucault analyses, Obscure though his epistemological reflections might 
often be, Foucault makes it clear enoug'h that this historical style derives 
from a particu lar view both of time and of the his todcal nature of writing 
about history. The past is not an area of study formed by the secretion of 
time, If the elapsing of past time has any form at all, it is that of the 
interweaving of layers of cpistemic organization, layers which need to be 
unearthed by means of <archaeology). There is more than an echo of Levi
Strauss in Foucault's view that history is one form of knowledge among 
others - and of coursc) like other forms of knowledge, a mode of mobilizing 
power, 

To have separated time from history, to have shown that there are 
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properties of signification systems that exist outside time-space and to I 
I · . . J lave connected t lese WIth a re"cxammatwll of the nature of the human sub' , 

h 'h' ~ee, 
-: L ,ese are major ac :cvcmcnts of struc!uralism, and post-structuralism. Bu~ 
In these respects, as m the others prevIOusly dlscussed. the results arc n 
completely satisfy~ng. ~'oucaul~)s m.anner of writing history' has a dCfini~~ 
shock ~alue .. But m SPlt~ of h:s elaborate. mct?odolog'jcal discussions, dIe 
m~dc t~ w~lch h.C practIses hlstory remams hIghly idiosyncratic. No rcal 
um~catJOn IS achteved ?ctwccn the diagnosis of cpistemcs as existing <OUt 

of tIme' and ~hc gcw;;ratlvc processes involved in historical organization and 
change. Havmg dec~ntred the subject, Foucault is no more able to develop 
a cogent account of human agency than are other writers in structuralist 
and post~struetu_ra1ist tradftiOl.1S. Thal (history has no s~bjeet' can readily 
be ~cce.pted. B~t Foucault s h1story tends to have no actIve subjects at all. 
It IS h1srory WIth the a~eney removed. The individuals who appear in 
Foucault's analyses seem impotent to determine their own destinies, b ... Iore .. 
ovcr) that reflexive appropriation of history basic to history in modern 
culture does not appear at the lcvel of the agents themselves. Tlle historian 
is a reflecti,ve ~eing! aWare of the influence of the writing of history upon 
the determinatIon of the present. But trus quality of self-understanding is 
seemingly not extended to historical agents themselves, 

Signification, Cultural Production and Wriling 

A theory of Cultural production cannot be properly dcvclopc.d unless we 
possess an adequate account of the nature of human agents, In demanding 
a 'theory of the subject' in place of the presumption that subjee-tivitv is the 
unmediated ground of experience, structuralism and post-structuralis~ have 
made a major eontribution f albeit one which is not unique to these traditions 
of thought. But it is essential to insist upon the need for an interpretation 
of the ~?"en.t ra~ler t~an the subject, and of agency r~th~r than subjectivity 
alone. SuhJects ~re first and foremost agents. In explIcatmg human agency! 
two clements whlCh tend to be either lacking or downplayed in structuralist 
accounts need to be brought to the fore, One is what 1 have dsewherc called 
'practical consciousness'; the other is the eontextuality of action, Structuralist 
thinking tends to operate in terms of a contrast between the conscious and 
the unconsL'ious, For Levi~Strauss and Lacan, the unconscious is the 'other 
face). of language, It is what cannot be said in words, but makes such saying 
poSSIble, Now, we may agree that a concept of the unconscious is necessary 
in providing a comprehensive aCCOunt of why human agents act as they do. 
vVc may also accept that the relation between what can and what cannot 
be put into words is of elementary significance in human activity, However 
if,. u~like structuralism and ,post~structuralism, we seek to grasp human Hf~ 
wlthm frameworks of practIcal action, we reach a different view from that 
char~:tcrjstic .of these scho.ols of thought. What Cannot be put into words, 
as vhttgcnstcIn proposes, IS what has to be d(]rl£, Human action docs not 
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unfold as the r('~ult of programmed impulses. Rathcr, hu~a,n beings reflex
, l' monitor what they do as an intrinsic part of what It IS that they do, 
~~:~h monitoring is ordinarily not exprcss~d discursively. It is carrie~ on .at 
the level of practical G'Onflciousncss. It 1S none ~h,e less extraor~,:n~.:lly 
elaborate and is a chronic feature of cven the most trIVlal of human aCl:1vltlcs, 

I speaking of the eontextuality of action) I mean to rework the dl(feren
" t~~~ between presence and absence. Human sociall,ife ~ay be undc:st~od f: terms of relations between individuals 'movin,g} m l1me~space) hnktng 

both action and context) and differing contexts} WIth, one another. CO?tcxts 
form 'settings' of action) whose qualities agents routmely draw upo~ m th,~ 
course of orienting' what they do and what they say, to one anot~cr (GIddens. 
J984; ch. 1), Common awareness of these settmgs of actlon forms an 
anchoring dement in the fmutual knowledge' whereby ag~nts m~kc sense 
f what others say and do, Context should not be Identified WIth what 

~lakes a particular segment of ,action idiosyncratic, Scttin.gs of ~etJO~ ~nd 
interaction, distributed across lime-space and reproduced l~ the r~verslble 

. time' of day-to-day activities, arc integral to the structured form whtch bot.h 
social Hfc and language possess. ,. 

In this view; signification is presumed to be saturated III the settmgs ,of 
practical action. The meanings engendered within language w~uld not ~;~lst 
were it not for the situated) yet reproduced, nalUre o~ s.oclal praetl~es, 
Timing and spacing are basic to thc ?cneration a,nd sustammg of m~anm~~ 
botb in the ordering of setting'S and In the refleXIve use of such settmgs to 
formulate verbal interchange, Rather than 'speech', which sounds f~rm~l, 
we should refer here to 'talk), Talk, the casual exchan?"e of conVcrsatlOn In 
the settings of day-to-day social life, is the groundmg of all the more 
elaborate and formalized aspects of language-use ~ or so I want to argue 
here. 'Talk, as Garfinkel has done more than anyo~e else to sh<:w) ope~atc~ 
through the indcxicality of context and thro~gh the methodologIcal deVIces 
which agents usc to produce a 'meanmgful SOCIal world (Garfinkel. 1984), 
Indexicality should not be identified with co~tcxt-dependcncc. SU<:h an 
identification was one of the majn problems facmg thc early elaboratIOn of 
cthnomethodological studies. lndexieality refers just as much to the ~se of 
setting in order to produce context-freedom as it doe~ to the use .of Items 
specific to a particular time and place ,in the generatton of meanmg, Th: 
fact that meaning is produced and sustatned through the use of methodolog
ical devices is fundamental to correcting the lapses of struetura~l~m and 
post-structuralism. Meaning is not built into the eodcs or sets ,of dlfierenees 
associated vlith langue. The use of 'et cctera~ clauses, formulatmg and other 
methodological devices> organizes meaning context~ally. A compet;:nt lan
guage user has not mcrdy ma~tered se~s ~f syntact:c:"l a~d sem~nt1c rules, 
but the gamut of conventIOns Involved 1ll gomg on m day-to~day contexts 
of social activity, 

Cultural analysis focuses on the rdation between ?iscourse and w!lat I 
shall henceforth call (cultural objects', By cultural objects) I m~a~ artIfacts 
which escapc from contexts of presence/state but which are dIstInct from 
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objects generally in so far as they incorporate ~extendcd' forms of signifi
catIOn. Texts are the principal type of cultural object in this definition; 
however in modern times we have to add media of electronic communication, 
There are definite ways in which cultural objects contrast with the 'carrying' 
of language as talk. We can enumerate these characteristics as follows. 

Cultural objects involve a distancing of 'producer' [rom 'consumer'. 
This quality is shared with all material art.ifacts. All artifacts, not just 
cultural objects, involve a process of 'interpretation' in some part distinct 
from that implied in the monitoring of talk in contexts of co-presence. 
In ordinary talk, individuals routinely employ a diversity of aspects of 
setting in order to understand others and to 'gear' what they themselves 
say to such a process of understanding. The interpretation of cultural 
objects occurs without certain clements of the mutual knowledge involved 
in eo-presence within a setting, and without the coordinated monitoring 
which co-present individuals carry out as part of ongoing talk. 
2 As a consequence of this, the 'consumer' or receiver becomes more 
important than the producer in tbe interpretative process. In contexts of 
co-presence, the production and interpretation of speech acts tend to be 
closely intertwined, as part of the serial and participatory nature of 
conversation. 
3 Cultural objects, as distinct from artifacts in general, involve the 
following eharaeteris tics. 

(a) A durabLe medium oj transmission across contexts. 'Medium' should be 
taken to refer both to the physical substancc of the cultural object 
and to the means of its disscmination across different contexts. 

(b) A means oj storage. In the case of cultural objects this involves encoding. 
'Storage' means here the leaving of traces whereby information can 
be 'rescued' from the evanescence of talk. Information cannot be 
stored as material resources can be stored. Information is stored -
just as structuralist and post-structuralists state - as the specification 
of differences. 'Encoding' refers to the ordered properties of differences 
betwccn traces. 

(c) A means oj retrievaL. To retrieve information is to have a mastery of 
the forms of encoding it incorporates. Retrieval presumes a human 
agent who possesses certain skills such as literacy. It may also, at 
least in modern times, involve the usc of mechanical devices without 
which access to the encoded material is unavailable. 

The nature of cultural objects can only be understood in relation to talk. 
It is accepted by everyone that there is a close relation between culture, 
language and communication. According to the foregoing observations, this 
relation should be understood in terms of the basic role which talk, in 
contexts of practical action and eo-presence, plays in the generation and 
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sustaining of meaning. Languagc is a means of communication, but com
munication is not the 'objective' of talk. Rather talk exprcsses, and is 
exprcssed in, the variegated range of activities which it informs. The signifi
cance of cultural or informational objects is that they introduce new 
mediations between culture, language and communication. In talk, the 
agent and the setting are the means whereby culture is linked to communi
cation. In contexts of praetical action, communication through talk always 
has to be 'worked upon' by participants, although most of such 'work' is 
done routinely as part of the process of rcflcxive monitoring in practical 
monitoring. Cultural objects break this symmetry. Since language as 'car
ried' by cultural objects is no longer talk, it loses its saturation in the 
referential properties which language-usc has in the contexts of day-to-day 
action. As a visible or recoverable trace, separated from the immediacy 
of contcxts of talk, the signifier becomes of peculiar significance. The 
preoccupation of structuralism and post-structuralism with writing and with 
the signifier at the expense of the signified can surely be traced to this. The 
differentiation of the signifier from practical contexts of action at the same 
time places a new premium upon communication, as a result of the greater 
effort at interpretation that is necessary. Communication is no longer more 
or less taken for granted as a result of the methodological processes involved 
in the sustaining of conversations. More defined and explicit hermeneutic 
tasks have to be undertaken in order to forge the communicative link 
between the cultural object and its interpreter. Given that this is so, it is 
not surprising that as a formal discipline hermeneutics arose from difficulties 
involved in the interpretation of texts. If a hermeneutic clement has never 
been particularly pronouneed in structuralism or post-structuralism, it is 
because signification has been primarily dealt with in terms of the internal 
organization of codes, or as the play of signifiers, rather than as the 'recovery 
of meaning'. 

What is writing, and how far does writing itself contribute to the autonomy 
of texts? What relation, if any, do authors' intentions in writing texts have 
to the interpretation subsequently made of them? Should a 'theory of text' 
essentially be a theory of reading? These are all questions that have to be 
confronted in the wake of the impact of structuralism and post-structuralism, 
which has at a minimum eompelled us to look at them in a new way. 

We cannot best explicate what language or signification are through 
writing'. In this, Derrida is wrong. We should assert the priority not of 
speech, but of talk, over writing. But this should not lead us to suppose that 
writing is simply a 'representation' of talk. For reasons already mentioned, it 
cannot be so. Just as the invention of writing introduced something new 
into history, the production of texts involves qualities distinct from those 
carried within day-to-day talk. The origins of writing are certainly relevant 
to grasping its generic significance. Writing did not first of all emerge as a 
means of describing objects or events in the world. Writing was originally 
purely a mode of recording - storage in its pure form. In the early agrarian 
states, writing was an administrative device, making possible the eoordi-
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nation of matE'rial resources and human action across time and space. 
Vhiting was nevcr therefore a 'translation) of the verbal into the visual. It 
signalled and expressed new modcs of the coordination or aCliviLies in time~ 
spacc. The earliest texts - lists, collations of items have no author. More 
important than the people who produced them is who they were produccd 
jar and what uses were made of them (Giddens: 1981). 

This strongly suggests that writing diverges from talk not just in terms 
of thc intrinsic charactcdst1('£ of each, but in terms of the broader forms of 
sodal organization in which each IS involved. Writing in a certain sense 
gives a primacy to 'spacing) over 'timingl [hat is absent in talk. This is 
surely more important Ihan Ihe simple fact thal writing lS visual and talk 
is auditory. Talk (contrary to Saussurc's view) is sequential and serial) rather 
than linear . Writing has no temporal differentialion, although obviously such 
differentiation is involved in any process of the reading of a text, Thc spatial 
order of writing, on the other hand, since it is 'out of time! does not impose 
upon the reader the same constraints of sequencing which arc involved in 
talk. That is to say, the readcr need not follow a tcxt straight through, but 
can look at the end before the beginning) and so on. 

Once it proceeds beyond sim:ple listing) writing opens Itself out to 'art' in 
ways in which talk does not. Even the most trivial forms of day-to-day talk 
involve immense skill and presume a great deal oflearning. Talk can become 
art in the sense in whieh particular forms of convention or contrivance may 
be employed to secure certain expressive or communicative ends. Story
telling, displays of wit) rhetoric and drama exist in aU types of society. The 
'success' of these verbal forms, however, is directly involved with their 
performance in contexts of co-presence. Conceived of as a process of pro
duction~ rather tban as of a given form, writing as art has rather diITerent 
characteristics, vVriting is not a performance to an audience. 'The skills of 
a writer do not depend upon his or ber capability to employ the qualities 
available itl contexts of co-presence to influence others in desired ways, 
Talk is necessarily an individualized production, moreover, in a manner in 
which writing is not. Speech has a serial character} because only one speaker 
can talk at any particular timc in a given context of co-presence. In the 
case of writing, it is usually irrelevant to any or the terms in which the 
'success; of a text might be judged whether one individual or many were 
involved in its production, Texts of any length have to be produced across 
periods of time, whicb may be very prolonged. While :work' goes into the 
construction of meaning in even the most casual of conversations, a text 
tends to be a (work: in a more protracted sense. It is a (labour') in which 
discipline and originality may eommiugle in the fashioning of the spacing 
of writing. 

Ordinary language is 'open) in an important sense. Most of the words 
and phrases used in everyday talk do not have precise lexical definitions. 
But as Wittgenstein showed, ordinary language is not therchy necessarily 
vagl1e or indefinite, What gives ordinary language its precision is ils use in 
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context. Settings of talk are 'Jscd by participants to define [he nature of 
what is said. The openness of writing is rather different - lmmething which 
may he obscured by the fact lhat similar linguistic forms, such as metaphOI 
and metonymy, may be used in both taU{ and writing. The openness of 
writing derives from the Isuspcnsion) of rr{crr:nee involved in it. We have 
to be careful to specify what this means. \Vriting can be and more often 
than not is used to refer to objects and events in the world. This is very 
obviously the casc) for example) in resprct of a list. The refcren tial properties 
of writing do not depend - although they arc always parasitic upon -" Ihe 
referential qualities of talk, Meaning and reference are ordinarily closely 
combined in talk 1 not because talk is in any way primarily oriented toward 
description, but because it is carried on and organized within practical 
contcxts ofaedon. That is to say) meaning is Souslalned through the constant 
Lxmnecting of talk with the modalities of daywLO~day experience. The referen
tial properties of writing cannot be connected with settings in this way. 
ConsequentlYl even the most bluntly and coldly referential of statements 
can be read rhetorically or figurativdy~ and vice versa, As examples of 
Japanese haiku demonstrate) if demonstration is needed) a list may very 
readily be read as a poem, 

All these considerations arc relevant to the question of the autonomy of 
texts, Thc traditional issue of how far a text can be undersl·ood without 
reference to the intentions of its author is one which can be approached 
both in the light of these considerations and in light of the account of agency 
indicated earlier, Agents) as Schiitz puts it, lIave ovcraH pr~icet5 in terms 
of which the jntcntionality of their activities is org·anized (Schutz: 1972). 
The writing of a text may involve just such a project or projects. That is: 
an author will have a certain range of objectives in mind in producing a 
given tcxL. However, these arc unlikely to bc as relevant to the understanding 
of a text as to the process of reflexive monitoring involved in the labour 
that goes into the texCs construction. 1\ text, to repeat, is a 'work' in the 
sense that it involves a chronic process of 'moniI-orcd' production. An 'author' 
is therefor-c neither an amalgam of intentions l nor a series of deposits or 
traces left in the text. Rather, the author is a producer working in specific 
settings of practical action, 

This does not resolvc the issue that has polarized discussion of the nature 
of texts, the question of how far there is a {correct' interpretation of a text 
which can he fixed in reladon to the intentions of its author. As against 
'textual relativism') Hirsch and others have argued that the author's inten
tion provides a basis for recovering the original meaning of a [ext. Now 
lintention1 here can only be understood as 'prqjeef in Schlitz's sense. But 
we can easily see that the projects which lead an author to produce a text 
arc likely to be only marginally relevant to anyone reading that text. Authors 
may choose to write a given text for a range of particular motives to gain 
fume, to make money, for self-satisfaction) and so on. Moreover, it does not 
make much sense to ask what a text as a whole (means~. \Vc are much more 
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likely to ask what an author meant by a particular sentence or paragraph) 
or what arguments. are th~·e~ded ~hrough a text, than we are to ask what a 
text as a whole means: thIS IS entJrcJy consonant with the way in which w 
deploy the phrase 'what did you mean?' in day-to-day t';lk. When we 

. b' f . e examIne t IS type 0 question, as addressed to texts, it is hlirly clear that 
nothing is being asked about the particular producer, If one were to ask 
'what did Marx mean by such-ancl-such a section of Capitalr, .i\'lar~'! 
characteristics as an individual are unlikely to be invoked. \Vc could ~ 
most cases replace this query with the more anonymous question, 'what did 
the author mean?> In ordinary talk, when we ask 'what did x mean by that?) 
probably we most usually mean 'what did he or she mean to accomplish b~ 
saying x?' That is, w,c address the tRSue of the iHocutionary force of what ~ 
saId, But the quesuon might also imply 'what did he or she mean to 
communicate?' 'Meaning' in this sense implies, as Gricc says, that the 
speaker {intended the utterance x to produce an cffect upon another or 
others by means of their rccognising this to be his intcntion' (Grice: 1957' 
see also Grice: 1982). tj\.1eaning\ here equals communicative intent and i~ 
ea~ be shown tha~ such i~tent can be discerned only when participants in 
a gIVen contex,t of,mt:tactlOn share forms ofmutua[ knowledgc. In ordinary 
talk, comn:umcatlve mtent ~an be, c,hceked by direct interrogation and by 
reformulatIOn on the part of the ongmal speaker. There seems no reason to 
deny that we can interrogate a text in like manner. That is) we can ask 
what was the communicative intent involved in a given section of a text. 
YVher? th~ author ~s. unav~ilable, we Can seek to answer such a question by 
lUvesugatmg the forms 01 mutual knowledge implied in what the author 
wrote. This entails in turn that there are criteria for the accuracy of 
interpretations, 

But these criteria, and the types of material that must be known to 
eOI1:irm them) are :ompl~cated. Tbey essentially involve enquiring into the 
scttmgs of product1~n of ,the text as a work. They mean knowing a good 
deal about rhe way lt1 which the author set out to produce the text and the 
mtellcctual resources drawn upon in its production. But they also involve 
kn?wing ahout the audience to whom the text was primarily addressed, 
Skmner and others bave quite rightly pointed to the significance of this 
latter emphasis: which does not in any way deny the inherent autonomy of 
texts (Skinner: 1969). T'cxts are written within various conventions ofform, 
style and readcrship, 'How) the reader is to take the text is 'worked upon' 
by the author in its production, 

Structuralist and post-structuralist discussions of the 'disappearance of 
the author~ have been valuable in several respccts, Wc are led to recognize 
that many texts do not havc {authors~ in the scnse in which most of the 
wO,rks di,sellsscd in modern literary criticism do, This is not just true of texts 
wnttcu. 111 the pre-modern period - biblical texts> sagas, archives, and so 
on, It IS also true of the vast majority or texts which circulate in modern 
societies. R~~cards, files~ case histories, bills these characteristicallv do not 
have authors, in the sense that they arc not attributed to One individual, 
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may indeed be the product of several hands) and no one thinks it worthwhile 
ordinarily to enquire into which specific individuals produced them, It is 
obvious enough that the conditions of their production as texts havc to be 
grasped both in relation to characteristics shared with artefacts in general 
~d in terms of features of writing previously discussed, All artefacts which 
have a durable character can become more or less completely separated 
both from the contexts of their initial production and from the projects of 
those who created them. All artifacts similarly may bc put to purposes) or 
even 'interpreted" in ways of which thcir producers may never have 
dreamed. All texts turn the openness of language away from the modes in 
which) in talk, elosure and fixity are achieved. How open to multiple 
interpretations a text is probably has little to do with the intrinsic nature 
of the text itself, Here we have to make the transition to an account of thc 
readings which texts may help to engender. ~\tfost of the observations made 
about understanding the production of texts in relation to the reflexive 
monitoring of action also apply to reading. No text is read in isolation; all 
reading occurs within frameworks of'intertextuality' as well as in settings 
that involve drawing upon mutual knowledge. Several recent approaches, 
that only partly if at all derive from structuralism and post-structuralism} 
are promising in respect of developing accounts of reading, An example is 
Jauss's <reception aesthetics! :]auss: J974). In this view: a reader approaches 
a H',.xt with a 'hodzon of expectations' without which the text would make 
no sense, According to J auss, understanding the relation between works 
and their readers involves answering several questions. We must know what 
readers understand of the particular genre within which the work is written. 
We havc to know about the reader)s knowledge of previous texts similar to 
the one in question, And we must have a sense of the differentiation between 
practical talk and poetic language, something likely to shift between different 
places and different cultural settings. Since all authors are also presumably 
readers, such discussion has to be closely integrated with explication of the 
production of texts. 

Conclusion 

I make no claim in this analysis to have covered all the significant themes 
raised by the traditions of structuralisrn and post-structuralism. There are 
many divergencies between the ideas of the authors to whom I have referred 
which I have simply ignored or glossed over. I have sought to portray the 
contributions of structuralism and post-structuralism in broad strokes) in 
order to suggest some general questions which they raise for social theory 
today. No doubt the assertion that these traditions have proved incapable 
of handling the very issues they have brought to the fore is contentious. I 
hope, however, both to have justified this allegation and [Q have shown 
how some of those issues might more satisfactorily be analysed. 
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